Idenk
Team
Development:
Helping leaders transform
the effectiveness of the groups
they need to rely on

Working on real and pressing problems
Improving by doing

Building self awareness
With a range of assessments
and exercises

Idenk
Team
Development

Learning together
Theory
Practice
Reflection
Action

Difficult conversations
Talking and working well together

The process we find works best to achieve and sustain a breakthrough

AFTERWARDS eg

PRE- WORK eg


Interviews



Opinion survey
of others, 360





Pre-reading (eg
Lencioni book,
from idenk
website)
Agreeing key
tasks

FIRST TEAM
DEVELOPMENT
SESSION eg


Assessments



Some inputs eg
Lencioni model;
Issaacs on
dialogue



Work on real tasks

OVERNIGHT or
BREAK eg


Reflection



Process ideas



circulate record for comments



WebEx sessions on the outstanding
thinking and/or follow up on progress



‘After Action Review’

SECOND PART OF WORKSHOP
eg


work through critical issues
and create possible next
steps



identify actions

Some of the assessments we use
in our team coaching work
Thinking of the whole organisation…how do we rate?
Recruit and reward
responsible autonomy

9

10

Productive meetings

(10 = very good)

2

3

4

5

6

Openness to
experiences from
outsider/elsewhere

1

Tackle
incompetence
and not living
values

7

8

Creative ideas sought
and welcomed

Teams trusted
to do
the right thing

LOW

Focused on goals

Sociable

Determination
to deliver

Draw on leading ideas in management
(leadership, HR and OD)

Data analysed for insight
2

2

A few of the frameworks we present
to challenge and inspire

Some of the exercises we sometimes use to
stimulate creative conversations and
rehearse typical situations

And various readings we offer
to encourage and motivate…

Phil Hadridge
Phil works with leaders and their staff in a range
of sectors and settings so they achieve the best
possible results.

As a team coach he helps groups agree the best
possible answers to the questions they face –
and follow these insights into action.

Using a range of assessments, Phil helps leaders
diagnose the issues they wish to address and the
interventions to invest in.

Phil is committed to getting, and keeping,
teams on the front foot – so people relate well
and perform brilliantly.

Client quotes vouching for idenk team coaching
From work in sectors including commerce, charities, education and health – in the UK and abroad
“Many thanks for the meeting record and for the excellent facilitation. I certainly felt it was a
wise investment to bring in idenk during a time of change. It was challenging but fun too, so
the right balance was struck in my view. It definitely had a positive impact on the wider
meeting also.”

“I found the last two days very useful and enjoyable - great facilitation.”

“Thanks for this quick and positive feedback. Uplifting and encouraging stuff.... as was the
whole event itself. Thank you too for excellent facilitation. You showed a real understanding
and empathy for our work, your audience, staff needs and how to get the most from this group.
Your easy going and professional style, careful planning and facilitation and good humour and
hard work were really appreciated by me and the many who I’ve been in touch with across the
wider team since we finished yesterday afternoon. I hope we can continue to work together.
With best wishes and looking forward to the report.”
“Was one of the very, very best of that sort of thing.”
“You might be interested (or at the very least entertained) to hear that when I got to the
venue where he (a global CEO) had been all day – in a ‘learning environment’– all the people
who were also at your workshop came up to tell me how much more meaningful, fun and
productive the meeting you led was.”

“The best management consultants I have come across.”

Four things leaders need to manage for
high team effectiveness and
top organisational performance:
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